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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY AND FIELD PETROLOGY 

AT THE APOLLO 17 LANDING SITE 

by 

Apollo Lunar Geology Investigation Te am 

INTRODUCTION 

The successful return of Apollo 17 marks the culmination of an e ra 

of manned lunar exploration. The area examined is probably the most geo-

logically complex of those visited in the Apollo program. The crew 

described and sampled highlands units similar to those examined by Apollo 

16, and, in the same area, found mare basalts similar to those returned 

by Apollos 11, 12, and 15. We are confident that the detailed descriptions 

by the crew along with the returned samples and photographs will permit 

us, in time, to understand the complex relations between highlands and mare 

material in this area, and to extrapolate these relations to similar areas 

in other parts of the Moon. In addition, crew descriptions of the dark 

mantled areas in Taurus-Littrow valley will be directly applicable to 

large areas of the Serenitatis basin, where similar mantling relations are 

seen. Finally, a remarkable discovery of bright orange material cir-

cumferential to a crater suggests rock alteration by volatiles and a possible 

volcanic fumarole. The mission benefited greatly from the p res ence of 

a trained geologist on the Moon, and will be remembered as the most 

scientifically sophisticated, not as the last, manned lunar landing. 



PRE-MISSION GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATION OF THE TAURUS-LITTROW AREA 

0 0 
The Apollo 17 landing site (lat. 20 lO'N; long. 30 46'E) is located 

ln the highlands that form the eastern mountainous rim of the Serenitatis 

basin, one of the larger lunar multi-ringed basins. The highlands are 

flanked to the south and northwest by mare deposits that fill the Tranquilli-

tatis and Serenitatis basins (Scott and Fohn, 1972). Within the highlands, 

the site is located on the gently inclined floor of a narrow graben-like 

valley (Lucchitta, 1972). The walls of the valley rise 2,000 m above 

the valley floor. Six geologic units were recognized in the area (Scott 

and others, 1972; Wolfe and others, 1972; Lucchitta, 1972, Wolfe and Freeman, 

1972), of which five were directly accessible in the planned traverses: 

(1) materials of the smooth massifs; (2) materials of the Sculptured Hills; 

(3) materials of low hills adjacent to the massifs and Sculptured Hills; 

(4) valley-fill materials constituting the flat valley floor; (5) a dark 

mantling material that appeared to be concentrated on the flatter parts 

of the highlands and adjacent ma re in the southwest part of the Macrobius 

quadrangle (Scott and Fohn, 1972); and (6) a bright mantling material of 

very local occurrence. The highlands materials surrounding the Serenitatis 

basin had been interpre ted by most workers as deposits of ejecta derived 

from surrounding basins and exposed by the Serenitatis event (Wilhelms 

and McCauley, 1971; Scott and Fohn, 1 972 ; Wolfe and others, 1972; Lucchitta, 

197 2 ; Scott and others , 1972; Wolfe and Freeman, 1972; Head, in press). 

Orbital x-ray data (Adler and o thers, 1972) suggested that these rocks, 

like those at the Descartes and Hadley-Apennine sites, were highly felds-

pathic. However, the x-ray i n tensity ratios at Taurus-Littrow were some-

what lower than thos e recorded at Descartes, and were thought to reflect 
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averages of highlands rocks, the dark mantling material, and nearby 

mare material. The younger units were interpreted as fluid, valley-

filling deposits (subfloor material), as mantling volcanic material (dark 

mantle) , and avalanche materials (bright mantle) . 

Massifs, or structural blocks, define the rings characteristic o f the 

multi-ringed basins. Near the Taurus-Littrow site, materials of the 

Serenitatis highlands were subdivided into massif, Sculptured Hills, and 

low hills units ~, of which the first two were accessible on the traverses. 

While the massifs were considered most likely to consist of interbedded 

breccias ejected from other basins, the form of some, including South 

Massif , resemble terrestrial volcanic domes . A volcanic origin was con-

sidered less likely than an ejecta origin by Scott and others (1972), Wolfe 

and others (1972), and Lucchitta (1972). The Sculptured Hills unit is wide-

spread in the eastern part of the Serenitatis h ighlands (Scott and Fohn, 1972). 

This material was considered by most authors to be composed of successive 

layers of ejecta like that of the massifs; the di fferent topographic expres-

sion was interpreted as a result of its deformational history rather than 

lithologic differences. However, a conspicuous lack of boulders on this 

unit n e ar the landing site was noted to contras t markedly with the 

abundance of boulders on the massifs. Lithologic differences, therefore, 

between massif and Sculptured Hills materials were not ruled out (Wolfe 

and others, 1972; Head, in press). Scott and o thers (1972) also considered 

that the Sculptured Hills unit had a l a r ger component of post-Sereni tatis 

(Imbrian) breccias exposed at the s urface than the mass i fs . The low hi lls 

unit was considered to be downfaulted blocks of massif or Sculptured Hi lls 

material incompletely b uried by the subfloor unit. 
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The general evenness of the valley floor suggested infilling by fluid 

deposits, either lavas or basin-derived breccias, which were thought to 

comprise the subfloor unit. The interpretation of spectral reflectivity 

data measured on what appear to be materials similar to the subfloor 

material to the west of the landing site were equivocal in the sense of 

being intermediate between highland and mare type (McCord and others, 1972). 

In the landing area this unit was observed to be mostly covered by the 

dark mantle, but was thought to be exposed along steep parts of crater 

walls and possibly in the ejecta of craters younger than the dark mantle 

material. The dark mantle was considered, on the basis of its distribu-

tion , to be volcanic ash erupted from numerous vents. Its low albedo, 

spectral reflectivity, and radar backscatter characteristics were consis-

tent with this vi ew (Pieters and others, in press) . The absence of 

steep-sided cinder cones like those associated with terrestrial ash 

deposits was considered by McGetchin and Head (in press) and Head and 

others (1972) to be a consequence of lower lunar gravity and the lack of 

lunar atmosphere. The bright mantle unit, a bright ray-like sheet that 

extends about 6 km across the valley floor from the base of South Massif, 

was interpreted to be an avalanche deposit of unconsolidated debris. 

GEOLOGIC OBJECTIVES OF THE MISSION 

The geologic objectives of the Apollo 17 mission may be divided into 

orbital and lunar surface data collection. The orbital objectives in the 

Taurus-Littrow area were to add to our knowledge of the regional geology 

of the site through direct visua l observation and photography, and to assist 

ln locating the LM on the surface. Additional aid in traverse location by 
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panoramic camera photography of LRV tracks and astronaut-disturbed are as 

is anticipated. The principal objectives of the ground crew were to 

deploy the Apollo lunar surface experiments (ALSEP) and surface electrical 

properties (SEP) packages, to record gravity data on the traverse gravimeter, 

to describe the kinds and proportions of rocks in the various map units, 

and to collect samples of them; to observe, describe, and collect samples 

of regolith that were thought to cover most of these units; to look for 

outcrop, and if found, to describe, photograph, and sample it; to 

describe structures, including lineaments, layers, faults, in various 

units; and to observe and describe, where possible, the attitudes of 

and contacts between the major geologic units. 

In detail, ground objectives were planned around groups of stations 

with the potential of yielding varied geologic information (fig. 1). The 

prime massif and Sculptured Hills unit sampling areas were located in the 

station 2, 6-7, and 8 areas, as well as between stations 2 and 4 on the 

assumption that the bright mantle unit was composed of materials derived 

from South Massif. This broad station coverage was designed to yield maximum 

information about the lateral continuity of massif lithologies . The 

principal sampling areas for valley materials were planned at stations 1, 

4, 5, 9, and lOb. This coverage was designed to allow detailed stratigraphic 

studies of both the dark mantle and the subfloor unit. Craters that were 

to be visited on the valley floor potentially offered samples of subfloor 

material from depths as great as 150m. Regolith was, of course, expected 

throughout the traversed regions, but an unusually small thickness 

was anticipated because of the low crater density on the dark and 

bright mantles. 
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Figure 1. Preplanned traverses and geologic objectives. 
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TRAVERSE AND SAMPLE DATA 

The Lunar Roving Vehicle permitted the crew to travel a total traverse 

distance of about 32 km*. The odometer distance covered on EVA I was 2.5 km 

(map distance 2 km), on EVA II was 20.1 km (map distance 19.5 km), and 

EVA III was 12.0 km (map distance 10 km). Figure 2 shows the prelimi nary 

locations of these traverses, along with principal physiographic features, 

and stop locations . It also includes geologic descriptions at the sta-

tions, verbal annotations between stations, and sample bag numbers where 

located as of this date. 

Total returned net sample weight is about 117 kg (258 pounds). 

EVA I net was 15.3 kg (34 pounds); EVA II, 36.3 kg (80 pounds), and EVA III, 

65.5 kg (144 pounds). Table 1 gives a sample summary by EVA's, and includes 

sample bag numbers, brief sample descriptions, locations where collected, 

and post-EVA stowage and weight data. Detailed field sample descriptions, 

cataloged by EVA, bag number, and Ground Elapsed Time (GET) collection 

times are given in table 2. 

More than 2200 frames of 70 mm film were exposed during the mission, 

including 825 frames of color film taken with 60 mm lenses, 1140 frames 

of black and white film with 60 mm lenses, and 235 frames of black and white 

film with the 500 mm lens . A preliminary catalog of photographs by EVA 

is given in tables 3 and 4. The photographs are keyed to GET, magazine 

number, preliminary frame count number, samples collected, and station. The 

table includes comments where appropriate. 

*This is less than the total LRV odometer distance of 34.6 km, which 
includes LRV maneuvers such as circular pans and LRV samples. Nor does 
our estimate include vertical distance trave rsed or wheel slip. 
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A preliminary planimetric station map of the LM-ALSEP-SEP 

area is given as figure 3. Pl~1imetric maps at other stations 

are included on the lunar surface television panoramas (plates 1-6) . 

The statior. maps show sample locations, large observable blocks, 

crater rims and the position of the Lunar Roving Vehicle during the 

activities at the station. Coordinates of the stations referenced 

to traverse maps are given in table 5 . 
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FIELD OBSERVATIONS BY THE CREW 

Surface Features 

The Apollo 17 crew described two main morphologic units in the 

landing region: the relatively smooth but undulating valley floor 

that slopes gently eastward and is underlain by the subfloor unit 

and mantled by dark and bright materials; and the surrounding high-

land terrain which rises as much as two kilometers above the valley 

and comprises the low hills, Sculptured Hills, and massifs . 

In the vicinity of the landing site the valley floor is ~1 

undulating plain with many moderately subdued craters up to 600 m 

in diameter. All of the larger craters on the valley floor appear 

to penetrate into the subfloor unit, and blocks of subfloor material 

are common in the vicinity of the craters. The fine-grained dark 

mantle overlies the subfloor, fills the bottoms of many of the 

craters, and forms fillets on and partly coats subfloor blocks. 

Boulders of subfloor basalt (gabbro) ranging from about 0 . 5 m 

to 4 m are common and about 15 percent of the surface in the vicinity 

of the LM is covered by fragments larger than 0.5 em. The valley 

topography is generally similar in the area of the traverses across 

the dark mantle, although several large craters were encountered. 

Over most of the traverse routes the block population did not exceed 

l percent, except near large craters. Lineaments were not observed 

on any of the traverses, although they have commonly been observed 

on young mare surfaces in other landing sites. On small-scale maps, 

the boundary between the valley floor and the surrounding hills is 

sharp . However, the boundary appeared gradational to the astronauts , 
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and on EVA III they noted that the massif/valley boundary vlas 

definable only by the accumulation of boulders near the slope base. 

The surface of the bright mantle, traversed on EVA II, seemed 

to be uniform in texture. The bright aspect of the mantle was 

manifested mostly in the brightness of the crater walls. Con-

tacts appeared gradational between dark and bright mantles . The 

bright mantle unit contains fewer blocks than other valley units 

and definitely subdues the general detail in the plains area. 

However, some west-facing lobes associated with the scarp which 

crosses the unit are sharp within the area of the bright mantle. 

The highlands in the landing area are dominated by the massif 

terrain. The South Massif appears as a symmetrical plateau with 

large rocky bluish-gray outcrops above the lighter gray material 

of its slopes. In places the eastward-facing slopes are irreg-

ularly streaked by the darker material, and numerous boulders 

occur all the way down the flanks. Linear features observed on 

South Massif appeared as irregular wavy patterns described by the 

crew as crenulations. Some of the boulders near the bas e of South 

Massif, probably similar to those sampled at station 2, originated 

from outcrops high on the face of the massif. These isolated 

outcrops of the blue-gray rock seem to form a layer with an 

apparent dip of about 10-15° east. Some of the boulders left 

trails to the bottom of the slope; these trails consist of 

linear chains of small craters or indentations produced by sharp 

edges of the boulders as they rolled and boun~ed downslope. 

Many blocks in and near the crater Nansen have tracks originating 

at the blue-gray outcrops. Rocks lying on the steep faces of 
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South Massif appear to have been excavated from small craters 

indicating that a relatively thin cover exists on the flanks 

of the massif. 

The flanks of the massifs are rougher and more undulating 

than they appeared on orbital photographs taken by previous missions. 

A crosshatched pattern of lineaments was seen on the surface of 

North Massif, one set of which dips eastward and the other west-

ward at about 30°. These were less prominent on EVA III, apparently 

because of the higher sun angle (about 35°). Boulder concentra-

tions on the face of North Massif are alined in a manner that 

suggests the existence of several roughly horizontal resistant 

layers about one-third to one-half of the way up the slope. 

Many of the scattered boulders on the face of North Massif have 

visible tracks down the slope; some tracks are curved and appear 

to cross slopes diagonally to the contours. Boulders up to 6 m 

across were observed. Although l to 5 m blocks are common on 

the face of North Massif, the surface does not differ from that 

of the valley except for the distribution of large blocks. All 

stages of burial and filleting of these blocks were observed. 

Exposed blocks without fillets also tend to be more angular than 

those with well-developed fillets, suggesting that materials on the 

slope are moving downslope continuously in time. The boulder tracks 

suggest that the slope of the North Massif is relatively uncon-

solidated to a depth of at least 1 or 2 m. The albedo in crater 
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walls on massif slopes was observed higher than i n the p lains. 

Outcrops were observed on the lower hills of East Massif, and 

consisted of capping and flanking ledges of more resistant materi al. 

The morphology of the Sculptured Hills is distinctly different 

from that of the massifs. The slopes are more huromo cky , pockmarked, 

and have a wrinkled texture. Although large blocks occur high on 

the slopes of Sculptured Hills, boulders and boulder tracks are 

substantially less abundant than on North Massif, and the blocks 

are considerably smaller. Where visited, the Sculptured Hills had 

few boulders and many of those examined on the lower slopes at 

station 8 appear to be derived from the subfloor unit. A cross-

hatched pattern of lineaments , similar to those on North Massif, 

is also present in the Sculptured Hills. 

The low hills surrounding the massifs appeared to have variable 

characteristics. Family Mountain was described as resembling the 

material of South Massif in color and texture and Bear Mountain had 

an appearance similar to that of the Sculptured Hills. Several of 

the low hills at the base of the East Massif were noted to have a 

higher albedo than the massifs. 

Craters 

The crew described craters that range in size from zap pits 

less than l mm in diameter to craters as much as 600 m in diameter. 

Zap pits in the crystalline rocks commonly have white halos. Rain-

drop depressions, apparently caused by small impact events similar to 

those that create zap pits on rock surfaces, were reported by the 

crew along all the traverse routes. 
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Fresh craters 0.5 to 3 m in diameter with abundant "instant 

rock" fragments in their ejecta were described along the traverse 

routes. The bottoms of these craters are typically coated with 

glass, and most have a break in slope in their walls. These craters 

also commonly have a pit near their center; one such pit was des-

cribed near Hole-in-the-Wall as being cylindrical in shape, with 

the depth of the pit equal to about half the depth of the crater. 

Except for the craters on the bright mantle, craters 20 m in 

diameter generally have few rock fragments in their ejecta. In 

the bright mantle, however, even craters larger than 20 m in diameter 

commonly have few blocks. 

All of the craters along the traverse routes larger than 100 m 

in diameter have blocky interiors, although many are almost completely 

mantled. Blocks on interior walls are, for the most part, vesicular, 

medium-gray basalt (gabbro) . The craters in this size group appear 

to be eroded to a stage intermediate between sharp-rimmed and shallow-

pan craters; fine-grained material appears to have been eroded from the 

upper walls of the craters by subsequent impacts ~nd deposited in their 

bottoms, leaving broken bedrock exposed in the upper crater walls. 

Reflection from these blocks apparently causes the subfloor unit to 

appear light in panoramic photographs. 
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Nansen crater, at the base of South Massif, appeared to the crew 

to be partially filled from the south by mass wasting of materials 

off the slopes of South Massif. No outcrops are exposed in the 

walls of Nansen, perhaps because it is covered by the bright mantle. 

Prior to the mission, it had been suggested that both Shorty and 

Van Serg craters might possibly be volcanic vents. Shorty crater, 

about 100m in diameter, is a sharp-rimmed, dark-rayed crater on the 

northern edge of the bright mantle unit at station 4 . The crew 

described the crater as having a blocky inner wall with a hummocky 

floor and a central mound. Blocks on the rim were described as 

fractured basalts. Fine-grained, orange-colored material occurs 

in a zone concentric to the crater and as radial bands of debris 

on the crater walls. Van Serg crater is sharp rimmed, about 90 m in 

diameter, and is surrounded by blocky ejecta. The largest blocks 

are about 1 m in diameter, and appear to be highly fractured breccias. 

Van Serg is similar in morphology to the crater Shorty. 

Samples 

The crew collected a wide variety of material, and sampled a ll 

of the mapped units at the site with the possible exception of 

the Sculptured Hills. Five dominant rock types were described: 

vesicular basalt; fine-grained basalt; blue-gray breccia; tan-gray 

breccia, and anorthositic gabbro. Near surface materials described 

include dark gray to white soil and orange and red soil. The record 

volume of rocks and soils collected (tables l and 2) represent: 

dark mantle at stations la, 5, 8?, 9, the LM-ALSEP-SEP 

site, ·and LRV stops 1, 3, 7, 8, 9, and ll; subfloor at stations la, 
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5, 9, the LM-ALSEP-SEP site, LRV stop 12, and possibly at stations 

4, 8, and LRV stops 3 and 9, bright mantle at stations 2, 3, 

LRV stops 2, 4, 5, 6 and possibly at station 4; South Massif 

at station 2; North: Massif at stations 6, 7, and possibly at LRV 

stop 10; and young c~ater ejecta at stations 4 and 9. 

Most of the rocks collected were described as crystalline, with 

basalts and blue-gray breccias the dominant rock types. The breccias 

exhibit a very complex multi-cycle history, and breccias apparently 

occur as inclusions in the anorthositic gabbro. A variety of com-

positions was obvious among the small clasts in the breccias. 

Units 

Geologic units sampled by the crew include massif material of 

North and South Massifs, Sculptured Hills material, subfloor material, 

and dark and bright mantling materials. Although none of the samples 

of consolidated material were taken directly from outcrop, probable 

outcrop sources of sampled boulders were identified on South and 

North Massif and on the interior rims of a number of craters that 

penetrated the subfloor unit. 

Massif material was examined in the vicinity of station 2 

(and probably also on the bright mantle) and at stations 6 and 7. 

Both South and North Massifs exhibit isolated outcrops that appear 

to be alined in gently dipping layers. These outcrops are the 

sources of boulders that have rolled to the bases of the massifs, 

and which were sampled by the crew. Three main rock types were recog-

nized: blue-gray breccia, tan breccia, and a tan rock principally 
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composed of lithic inclusions in "anorthositic gabbro." Blue-

gray rock crops out high on the face of South Massif above tan 

material, and the trend of the alined outcrops has an apparent dip 

of 10-15° east. The breccias sampled and described at station 2 are 

principally of the blue-gray type. These rocks have a fine-grained 

matrix enclosing 10 percent or more clasts of 1) fine-grained white 

crystalline rock, 2) dark, very fine-grained dense rock, and 3) blocks, 

to 0.5 m in size, of porphyritic feldspathic gabbro. The dark matrix 

breccia apparently gives way within single boulders to breccia with 

dark clasts in a white matrix. Tan breccias consist of lithic frag-

ments in a fine-grained, apparently metamorphosed matrix. On North 

Massif subhorizontal lines of boulders of both blue-gray and tan 

color may be the sources of the sampled boulders. Blue-gray breccias 

appear to be similar to those on South Massif but conspicuously more 

metamorphosed. Tan rocks are composed of lithic fragments, including 

blue-gray breccia, enclosed in vesicular "anorthositic gabbro." 

One flank of the Sculptured Hills was traversed near station 8, 

in an area mapped as dark mantle on pre-mission maps. The surface 

in the vicinity of the station appears to be covered largely by 

unconsolidated material scattered with blocks not likely to be 

representative of the South Massif. No outcrops were identified in 

the immediate area, and boulders have no tracks. All boulders 

examined on the lower slopes of the Sculptured Hills proved to be 

of subfloor basalt. A larger boulder somewhat higher on the slope 
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was coarsely crystalline, and consisted of about equal amounts of 

plagioclase and a light yellow mineral, possibly orthopyroxene. 

This boulder was glass coated, and may or may no~ be indigenous 

Sculptured Hills material. A very friable white fragment was collected 

from a small crater at station 8. Considering the general absence 

of boulders and the morphologic characteristics of the Sculptured 

Hills, the friable rock, rake, and soil samples are probably more 

representative of the Sculptured Hills unit than the larger frag-

ments sampled. 

Subfloor material that underlies the dark mantle in the valley 

is exposed in the walls and rims of craters with a range of dia-

meters and ages, but commonly is associated with younger craters 

having diamete rs greater than about 10m. In some areas, however, 

such as between the crater Victory and station 5, and again on the 

northern side of the valley near the crater Henry, substantially 

larger craters (20-30 m) have not penetrated or exposed subfloor 

material. One large 3 m block of subfloor material, Geophone 

rock , p rotrudes through the mantle in the vicinity of the ALSEP 

equipment; this boulder may have been ejecte d from the crater 

Camelot . Smaller blocks of subfloor material are scattered else-

where ov e r the valley floor and along the lower slopes of adjacent 

hills. The dominant rock type of the subfloor unit is medium-

grained (avg. 2 mm) vesicular basalt (g abbro) that contains about 30 

to 40 percent plagioclase; the remainder of the rock consists of 
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pyroxene along with a much less abundant opaque mineral. Large 

blocks comnonly have a distinct parting parallel to the long 

directions of vesicles, and parallel to variations in vesicle 

abundance. This rock type shows little variation over the area 

sampled. A small percentage of blocks in the southern part of the 

traverse area is fine-grained, non-vesicular basalt that is 

darker gray than the vesicular basalt. These rocks may crop out 

above the vesicular type in the walls of Cochise crater . Van Serg 

crater at station 9 excavated dark, monolithologic breccias. 

Dark mantle material covers the valley floor and the lower 

slopes of North Massif and the Sculptured Hills. It may be present 

locally as a thin surface deposit on the bright mantle. The rims 

of craters larger than about one meter, including the very young 

craters Van Serg and Shorty, are covered by the mattLial. Dark 

mantle mater i rJ. was collected at stations 1 a, 5, 8 (?) , 9 , LM- ALSEP-

SEP and at a number of LRV sample stations. The material is very 

fine grained, but locally has 3 to 4 em granular material possibly 

consisting of clodded aggregates. Unconsolidated material near the 

surface changes to a more consolidated variety at about 4 em depth. 

Where disturbed, the material immediately underneath the surface 

shows somewhat lower albedo. The composition of the dark mantle 

could not be e stablished visually owing to its fine grain size. 

Glass balls and sparkling material were seen on its surface, as well 

as in fillets on boulders. Very fine black material was found in the 
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bottom of the drive tube that penetrated orange material at 

Shorty crater, and may represent undiluted dark mantle material. 

Thickness of material above subfloor bedrock varies between 

5 and 10 meters, based on size of craters exposing subfloor material. 

The deep drill core appeared to penetrate into harder material at 

a depth between two and three meters, and this may indicate dark 

mantle thickne ss in the ALSEP area . The contact of dark mantle with 

the bright mantle and massif material is gradational, and is 

expressed principally by a lightening observed in crater walls. 

Apparently, mixing of materials took place near such contacts. 

The bright mantle was traversed during EVA II as the crew 

was enroute to station 2, at station 2a and 3; a small patch was 

also crossed, but not sampled, between stations 4 and 5. Craters 

observed on the unit are noticeably lighter than those on the dark 

mantle, but they do not have blocky rims or interiors, and they 

apparently do not fully penetrate the unit except at its thin edges. 

The crew readily distinguished the bright and dark mantles during 

the cours e of the travers~ but contacts between them appeared 

to be gradational. The bright mantle is composed principally of 

fine-gra i ned, mottled, unconsolidated, bluish-gray material that 

contains scattered coarser debris composed of blue-gray breccia 

and possibly some anorthositic gabbro like that found on the South 

Massif. 
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Lee-Lincoln Scarp 

The prominent east-facing scarp that crosses the valley floor 

appeared t o resemble mare ridges even more closely at low sun angle from 

orbit than it did in pre-mission photographs. Lobate westward extensions 

with west-facing scarps were sharply defined in the area where the scarp 

crossed bright mantle material. During EVA II, the scarp was traversed 

twice near the crater Lara, 5 km west of the LM in an area covered by 

bright mantle. No change in the surface characteristics or lithology 

of the bright mantle was describe d where the astronauts crossed the 

scarp, but an unvisited crater rimmed with angular blocks, possibly 

subfloor material, was seen i n television panoramas. As seen from near 

Lara, the scarp appears to be a series of north-south trending lobes 

where it crosses the plains, but it appears to form a continuous curve 

on North Massif. On the face of North Massif the materials mantling the 

scarp appear smooth in contrast to the prominently furrowed massif mater-

ials. 
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PRELIMINARY GEOLOGIC EVALUATION OF THE SITE 

This preliminary summary of the geology of the Taurus-Littrow area 

is based on the combined observations of the photogeolo?ic mapping group, 

the members of the Apollo Lunar Geology Investigation Team, and the crew 

working on the lunar surface. We have attempted a pre l iminary interpreta-

tion of features described, but a good de al more information on which to 

base inferences will be a v ailable when the samples and photographs have 

been r e turned to Ea rth, and when the crew can reflect with mor e leisure 

upon the i r observations. 

Highlands Units 

Materials of the Serenitatis highlands examined at the Taurus-Li ttrow 

site are subdivided into massif and Sculptured Hills units. The mas s ifs 

are r e adily distinguished from the Sc ulp tured Hills by their prominent 

out c rops and abundance of boulders, as we ll as by t h e unique morphology 

of the Sculptured Hills . The dominant litho logy o f the massifs is c oherent 

breccia that appears from descriptions t o be similar t o b r eccias obtai ned 

on previous missions . Breccias found on b o th South and North Massifs 

that consist of clasts of finely recrystallized or c rushed anorthositi c 

rock set in fine-grained dark matrices are likely to be simi lar to breccias 

collected from the Apennine front (Apollo 15 ) a nd Descar tes (Apollo 16) 

s ites. The transi tion from dark to light matrix breccia in a s ing l e 

boulder is especially reminiscent of Apollo 16 breccias, and suggests 

more than one episode of bre cciation in the massif deposits. Rocks 

collected from North Massif that consist of vari ed lithic fragments 

enclosed in ves i cular "anorthositic gabbro" may also r esemb l e some 

Apo llo 16 rocks that appear to have been extensively shock melted. 
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The highest point reached on the Sculptured Hills still lay within 

the area covered by dark mantle. Blocks on the lower slopes are of 

subfloor basalt, either thrown there by impact, or perhaps derived from 

a broken "high water" level of subfloor lavas. A single subangular 

block of glass-coated but coar se-grained norite appears to be exotic. 

Lighter colored soil in the trenched wall of a small crater at station 8, 

and the friable white rock collected there may represent regolith deve l oped 

on underlying Sculptured Hills material. Although the lithologic character 

of the Sculptured Hills material has not been established, it is probable 

that the massifs are composed of rock resembling basin ejecta collec ted 

on previous missions. It does not seem unlikely t hat the Scul ptured 

Hills material will prove to be the same type of material, perhaps d i ffering 

ma i nly in coherence. 

Subfloor Material 

The lithology of the subfloor unit, together with the morphology of 

the Taurus-Littrow valley, suggests that subfloor material consists 

principally of mare-type basalts. These basalts are probably similar to, 

and possibly correlative with, the basalts within the Serenitatis basin 

to the west. Textural variations within the subfloor unit indica t e 

that it may consist of several individual flow units. In Cochise crater 

the common vesicular basalt is overlain by darker gray material that may 

be either nonvesicular basalt of the type found sparsely in the rego l ith 

to the south, or that may be dark monolithologic breccia like that 

excavated by the nearby crater Van Serg. This breccia may itself consist 

either of shattered subfloor basalt or a separate unit of unknown origin. 
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The alternative possibility should be considered that the subfloor 

basalts may be related to older plains material, thought by some workers 

to be partly of volcanic origin, which has been mapped within old craters 

and depressions on the highlands around the edges of the basin. Age and 

composition dete rminations from returned samples may resolve t hese inter-

pretive possibilities. 

Dark mantle 

The dark mantle is widesp r ead in the eastern Serenitatis basin area, 

where it part l y covers light-colored uplands materials as we ll as mare 

materials. In the Taurus-Littrow valley, the unit overlies subfloor 

basalts, and at least its main part appears to be older than the bright 

mantle. However, dark ejecta from the crater Shorty appears to postdate 

the bright mantle. The subfloor basalt is overlain by a regolith composed 

of dark debris ranging from fine to boulder size . The boundary between 

this regolith and the dark mantle is not easily defined. It is possibl e 

that the dark mantle is part of the regolith, representing only the 

finest size fraction. It appears more likely that the dark mantle i s 

a separate entity; if so the contact may be gradati onal due to incomp lete 

mixing (gardening) of dark mantle and regolith on the subfloor . The 

latter view is supported by the distrib ution of the dark mantle on 

both uplands and valley floor. However, the test of the p resumed pyro-

c lastic o rigin of the dark mantle material awaits return o f the samp l es 

for evaluation . 
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Bright Mantle 

The bright mantle is an unusual deposit o f bright material with 

finger-like p rojections that extend 6 km across the dark plains north-

wards from South Massif. It has little inherent topographic expression 

except for a moat-like trough at the base of the massif, and a series of 

low ridges 0 . 5 - 1 km long and 100-200 m apart that cross this trough 

perpendicularly. A low density of craters implie s a middle or late 

Copernican age for the deposit. The deposit has sharper margins than 

most crater rays, and no associated rayed crater has been identified. 

When seen from o r bit at low (5°) sun angle bef ore landing, the bright 

mantle appeared to be obviously mantling the area. It definitely subdues 

the general detail in the plains area. However, the scarp which crosses 

the unit, and some apparent "backflow" features or lobes facing west that 

appear to be associated with the scarp, are sharp within the area of the 

bright mantle. It still is not clear, therefore, whether the mantle 

postdates the scarp or the scarp is a younger structure. The moat-like 

depression in the bright mantle at the base of South Massif was much 

broader than anticipated, and proved to be about l km wide i n the vicinity 

of Nansen crater. The 20 m depth of the moat suggests that the bright 

mantle is at least that thickness here. In contrast to what had been 

anticipated from pre-mission radar data (Zisk and Hagfors, 1970; Wolfe 

and others, 1972) the bright mantle consists mainly of unconsolidated fines. 

The bright mantle is thought to be an avalanche derived from regolith 

on South Massif. It is larger than most other lunar avalanches and, unlike 

them , has no conspicuous source ledge on the slope above. The long runout 

of the presumed avalanche indicates an effective "coefficient of friction" 
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as low as 0.2, comparable to terrestrial avalanches attributed to 

air-cushion lubrication (Shreve, 1968). Therefore the bright mantle 

may hold important clues to mechanisms of debris transport where air or 

water are not available as lubricants. 

Shorty and Van Serg Craters 

The young, fresh-looking craters Shorty and Van Serg were v isited 

because of their relative youthfulness, their unusual shape, and their 

association with dark mantle. Each proved to be of unique interest. 

The crater Shorty was found to have a bright red to orange zone within 

its gray to dark gray rim materials. The colored banding appeared to 

be circumferential to the crater, and resembled alteration halos which 

occur around many terrestrial volcanic vents. In addition, radial pat-

terns of orange material were observed on crater walls. On the other 

hand, the morphology of Shorty is similar i n most respects to that of 

impact craters, although the paucity of blocks in its ejecta contrasts 

with the blockiness of its walls and floor. The preliminary data are 

not definitive as to whether Shorty crater is a volcanic vent, or whether 

a substrate of orange material has been excavated from beneath it by 

impact. A definitive interpretation of its origin will depend upon 

returned sample and photographic analyses. The similar-appearing crater 

Van Serg proved to have a very blocky ejecta blanket as well as blocky 

walls and floor, and was described by the crew as a typical impact 

crater. The location of Van Serg crater on the flanks of the large 

(600 m) craters Shakespeare and Cochise that do penetrate subfloor 
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materials suggested that Van Se.;rg should also have penetrated subfloor 

basalts. Surprisingly, the rocks proved to be breccia, and were 

described as not resembling the subfloor unit. Three possible interpreta-

tions are: 1) the rocks are subfloor basalt, so intensely shattered 

that its distinctive texture has been lost; 2) a breccia unit, perhaps 

correlative with the darker gray material observed in walls of Cochise 

crater, overlies the subfloor basalt in this local area; 3) the crater 

Van Serg re-excavated Shakespeare ejecta, exposing breccia that was 

derived either from below subfloor basalt or from a lens within the sec-

tion of subfloor basalt. The first possibility can be evaluated by 

examination of the samples, and gravity measurements may ultimately bear 

on the second and third interpretations. 

Lee-Lincoln Scarp 

The Lee-Lincoln scarp appears to represent a structure that has 

displaced the subfloor basalt relatively down to the east 50-100 m. The 

nature of this structure is in doubt; it may be a normal fault or a thrust 

fault, and it may have been the locus of igneous activity that produced 

the lobate forms associated with the scarp on the valley floor. The geo-

logic cross section (fig. 4) indicates only one of many possibilities. 

Where it crosses N_orth Massif the youthful, smooth surface of the scarp 

is in sharp contrast to the furrowed surface of the massif. This rela-

tion could be explained as a consequence of deformation of the regolith 

by the scarp structure. Alternatively the smoothness may indicate the 

prese nce of some younger material such as extruded lava. The absence of 

dark mantle material in the trough at the base of the scarp on North 
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Massif suggests the scarp postdates most of the dark mantle, which 

elsewhere appears to be collected in such troughs. On the other hand, 

the uniform surface texture across the scarp in the hright mantle 

suggests that the scarp predates the bright mantle. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The Apollo 17 crew visited, observed, photographed, and sampled 

each of the diverse, major geologic features of the Taurus-Littrow 

area. The remarkable performance of the crew thoroughly exploited the 

potential at the landing site and met the highest standards for scientific 

exploration. The two massifs were samp led at different levels 

ranging from the upper 15 to 20 percent (blue-gray l ayer ) on South 

Massif to near-horizontal boulder lines about one-third of the way 

up the North Massif. The samples could conceivably include the 

oldest materials returned from the Moon. These samples may include 

ejecta not only from Serenitatis but also from Tranquillitatis, 

Crisium, Fecunditatis and Imbrium basins . Profoundly shocked and 

recrystallized materials suitable for determining the ages of these 

great impact events appear to have been collected. The subfloor 

m1it is composed of mare-type basalts, possibly an extension of 

the mare flooding of the Serenitatis region. If so, another major mare 

has been sampled. The discovery of bright red and orange materials 

at the crater Shorty lends credence to previous suggestions that 

Shorty and some other nearby dark, sharp-rimmed craters may be 

relatively young volcanic features. Such a discovery would result 

in a major revision of current thermal models for the Moon. Whether 

or not Shorty proves to be a volcanic vent, the orange material 

suggests the p resence of oxidized rock materials . Terrestrial 

analogs suggest the possible presence of water and othe r volatiles 
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in a recent stage of the region's history. The return of a sample 

of this material should give previously unavailable insights into the 

volatile constituents of the Moon. Crews from orbit described a number 

of orange-hued craters with about the same size and morphology as 

Shorty, and observed that they could be impact craters into the dark 

mantling material of the Crisium basin and the Sulpicius Gallus region 

of the Serenitatis basin. Rusty colorations on a group of bulbous 

domes in the crater Langrenus and in the small dark-ha lo crater 

Beaumont L were seen on 70 mm photographs taken from orbit on the 

Apollo 14 mission (Scott and others, 1971). Orange or rusty hued 

craters have now been noted in five separate areas where albedo or 

morphology have suggested relatively recent volcanism on the Moon. 

The widespread, thin, young, dark mantle has been penetrated by the 

deepest drill core into the Moon, and a definitive test of its 

possible recent volcanic origin can now be made. 
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Table la. Sample inventory (sample numbers in numerical sequence at stations; not sequence 
of collection) 

EVA I Totals 

7 bags of documented rock samples 
3 loose rocks (unbagged) 
2 bags of rake fragments 
5 bags of soil 
1 deep core 

ALSEP-LM-SEP Area 

2 bags of documented rocks 
#lOE basalt 
#460 glass fragment 

3 loose rocks 
- glass fragment 
- vesicular bas<~.lt (gabbro) 

Bx5x3em 
- vesicular basalt (gabbro) 

25 x 15 x 7 em 
2 bags of soil 

#474 fillet on boulder 
#475 0-5 em deep 

1 deep core 

Post EVA I Stowage Weights 

Item 
SRC 1 (includes SCB-1) 

(Weight lbs.) 
32.0 

SCB 2 
Deep Core 

5 

2 

3 

bags 
#454 
#476 
#477 
#478 
#479 
bags 
#457 
#458 
bags 
#455 
#456 
#459 

16.0 

Station la 
NW of Stene crater 

of documented r ocks 
vesicular basalt (gabbro) 
vesicular basalt (gabbro) 
coarsely vesicular basalt 
finely vesicular basalt 
rock next to boulder 
of rake fragments 

of soil 
1-2 em deep 
5-6 em deep 
rake soil 

Approx. Net 
Sample Weight 

15.6 
14.8 

3. 3 (est.) 
33.7 



Table la. Sample summary (con' t) 

EVA II TOTALS 

29 bags of documented rocks 
1 loose rock (unbagged) 
2 bags of rake fragments 

21\ bags of soil 
4 drive tubes 
1 CSVC (includes drive tube L46) 

LM-SEP area 
2 bags of documented rocks 

#22E fine-grained basalt wjsoil 
#23E another rock near SEP 

1 loose rock 
- glass from bottom of crater 

Station 2 - South Massif 
11 bags of documented rocks 

#494 gray-matrix fragment breccia 
#495 light-matrix breccia. Large 

ro c k 
#499 fr agment fr om boulder 516 
#503 whit e clast from gray--matrix 

breccia 
#504 host breccia for 503 
#514 gray-matrix fragment breccia 
#515 gray-matrix fragment b reccia 
#516 anorthositic gabbro 
#517 inclusion in anorth . gabbro 
#518 anorth . gabbro, fracture zone 
#519 anorth. gabbro 11jpossible 

olivine 

POST EVA II STOWAGE WEIGHTS 

Item 
Weight Approx. net 

SRC 2 (Samples from SCB 4 and lbs. samJ2le 

several from SCB 5 , csvc 
with L46, drive tubes 
U35, L44) 

SCB 6 (includes rest of SCB 
samples) 

SCB 8 

Station 2 (con't) 
2 bags of rake fragments 

#SOl 7 or 8 fragments 
#507 bright mantle, 4 fragments 

<2 " diameter 
8 bags o f soil 

#496 fillet 
#497 5 em deep 
#498 skim 
#500 under E-W overhang 

boulder 516 

U31, 
41.5 23.5 

5 
24.0 22 . 8 
35.0 33.8 

80.1 

l Stat ion 4 - S. rim of Shorty crater 
~ bags of documented rocks 

#12E obsidian-like glass 

I
; #46 1 basalt near orange zone 

#5 1 2 basalt, finely vesi c ular 
p bags of soil 
j #509 orange mat erial, 1 m wide band 
! #510 gray fines, S. side of orange 
, #511 gray fines, N. side of orange 
;2 drive tubes 
1 U35/L44 in orange zone 

#502 rake soil, 5 em deep ~ Station 5 - S\'1 rim of Camelot crater 
#505 4 em de ep under boulder 503 
#5 0 6 skim beneath boulder 503 r 
#508 rake soil, br ight mantle 

I 
-'S_t_a_t_i_o...:.n_3_-_s_ carp, NE of Lara era te r 

4 bags of documented rocks 12 
#524 blue-gray, probably bre c cia 
#525 blue-gray breccia 
#526 anorthositic gabbro? 
#527 4 rocks 

4 bags of soi 1 
#520 skim, trench 
#52 1 to 3 em, tren c h 
#522 med . gray, marbled zone 
#523 white fin e s, marbled zone 

2 driv e tubes (doubl e ) 
U3l/L46 (CSVC) 

bags of documented rocks 
#462 vesicular basalt (gabbro) 
#463 ve sicular basalt (gabbro) 
#4 6 4 v e sicular basalt (gabbro) 
#466 vesicular basalt (gabbro ) 
bags of soil 
#465 skim from top of 3 m boul der 
#4 6 7 kg, 3m SW 465 boulder 
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Table la. Sample surranacy (con't) 

EVA II (con' t) 

LRV traverse samples {mixed rocks with soil) 
5 bags of predominantly rocks; 7 bags 

of soils 
#26E LRV-1 (LM-2) rock from strewn 

field; projectile ? 
#27E LRV-2 (LM-2) soil, bright mantle 
#28E LRV-3 (LM-2 ) rock with dark 

mantle soil 
#29E LRV-3 (LH-2) soil, dark mantle 
#30E LRV-4 (Sta. 2a) soil(?) bright 

mantle 
#31E LRV-4 {Sta. 2a) clod, instant 

rock, 3m crater 
#32E LRV-4 (Sta . 2a) yellow-brn. 

rock 
#40Y LRV-4 (Sta. 2a) 15 em deep, 

light colored soil 
#41Y LRV-5 (3-4) angular fragments, 

rim 15 m crater 
#42Y LRV-6 (3-4) soil, bright mantle 
#43Y LRV-7 (4-5) soil, 2 m from EP #1 
#44Y LRV-8 (4-5) soil , dark mantle 

EVA III TOTALS 

31 bags of documented rocks 
8 loose rocks (unbagged or with undocumented 

bag number 
19 bags of soil 

4 drive tubes 
1 SESC 

SCB 4 
SCB 5 
SCB 7 

Item 

BSLSS (drive tube L52) 

Weight 
lbs. 31.5} 21.0 

32.0 
71.0 

Approx . net 
Sample 

144.2 

144 . 2 



Table la. Sample summary (con' t) 

EVA III (con't) 
ALSEP-LM-SEP area 

2 bags of documented rocks 
#45Y fine-grained basalt 
#55Y uncommon gray basalt 

2 loose rocks 
- gray basalt 
_ Goodwill rock 

1 drive tube 
#L52 inside +Y footpad 

1 SESC contam. soil at -Z footpad 

Station 6 - North Massif 
8 bags of documented rocks 

#48Y rock from small crater 
#535 spall from blue-gray breccia 
#536 chip of boulder 535 
#537 blue-gray host rock 
#538 blue-gray breccia with 

inclusions 
#539 breccia inclusion in anor-

thositic gabbro 
#556 light-colored inclusion in 535 
#560 white incl usions in blue-gray 

rock 
3 loose rocks 

- spall from top of s p l it boulder 
- gabbro? 
- undescribed rock; in LRV 

footpan? 
1 bag - of rake fragments 

#558 clasts from breccia? 
some crystal line 

6 bags of soil 
#312 E-W split, • 5 m under overhang 
#313 IJ-2 ern deep, outside overhang 
#472 2-8 em deep, below 313 
#534 from boulder track 
#557 from upslope side of boulder 535 
#559 rake soil (1 kg) 

1 drive tube 
#L48 

Station 7 - North Massif 
7 bags of documented rocks 

#540 selected rock fragments 
#541 large rock partly enclosed 
#542 selected rocks, with soil 
#543 from dike-like intrusion in 

boulder 
#544 blue-gray intrudes white rock 
#561 chip from boulder 543 
#562 vesicular anorthositic 

gabbro, boulder 543 
1 loose rock 

- gray rock, 50% buried 

Station 8 
4 bags of documented rocks 

#546 glass from boulder 564 
#563 vesicular basalt (gabbro) 
#564 chips from feldspathic 

crystalline rock 
#567 white material from small 

pit crater 
1 l oose rock 

- with unidentified bag r ound 
it (552? ) 

1 b ag of rake fragments 
#565 2 m sq. area, 4-5 em deep 

6 bags of soi 1 
#545 from beneath boulder 564 
#548 trench; bottom 10 em 

(25 em deep ) 
#549 t rench; top 0.5-1. 0 em 
#550 trench; 1-5 em deep 
#551 t rench; 5-15 em deep 
#566 rake soil (1 kg) 

Station 9 
7 (8?) bags of documented rocks 

#52Y selected rocks, rim Van Serg 
#480 large piece of gray breccia, 

white clasts 
#481 glass agglutinate 
#482 blue-gray rock, breccia type 
#486 light-colored rock 
#568 corner of fractured breccia 
#571 glass-covered rock 
(#487? possibly 3 rock fragments) 

1 loose rock 
- glass-coated rock, possibly 

with shatter cone 
5 bags of soil 

#483 trench; top 2 em (dark gray) 
#484 trench ; 2-5 em deep (dk. gray) 
#485 t rench; 5-15 ern deep (light 

gray ) 
#569 next to boulder 480 
#570 2/3 m from boulder 480 

2 drive tubes 
#U37/L50 easily driven; full 

recovery 

LRV samples (mixed rock and soil) 
3 bags of predominantly rocks 
2 bags of soi l 
46Y LRV-9 (LM-6) soil ; dark mantJe 
47Y LRV-10 (LM- 6) 2 rocks and soil 

4 m N of Turni ng Point r ock 
SOY LRV-11 (7-8) clods, SE rim SWP 

crater 
53Y LRV-12 (9-LM) soil, dark mantle 
54Y LRV-12 (9-LM) non-vesi cular 

gray basal t 



Table lb. Inventory of documented sample bags used. 

Dispenser 
No. 1019 EVA 

454 1 
5 1 
6 1 
7 1 
8 1 
9 1 

460 1 
1 2 
2 2 
3 2 
4 2 
5 2 
6 2 
7 2 
8 
9 

470 
1 
2 
3 

Dispenser 
No. 1022 EVA 

514 2 
5 2 
6 2 
7 2 
8 2 
9 2 

520 2 
1 2 
2 2 
3 2 
4 2 
5 2 
6 2 
7 2 
8 
9 

530 
1 
2 
3 

Dispenser 
Station No. 1020 EVA 

lA 474 1 
lA 5 1 
lA 6 1 
1A 7 1 
lA 8 1 
1A 9 1 
SEP 480 3 
4 1 3 
5 2 3 
5 3 3 
5 4 3 
5 5 3 
5 6 3 
5 7 (?) 3 

8 
9 

490 
1 
2 
3 

Dispenser 
Station No. 1023 EVA 

2 534 3 
2 5 3 
2 6 3 
2 7 3 
2 8 3 
2 9 3 
3 540 3 
3 1 3 
3 2 3 
3 3 3 
3 4 3 
3 5 3 
3 6 3 
3 7 

8 8 
9 

550 
1 
2 ( ?) 
3 

37 

3 
3 
3 
3 

Station 

ALSEP 
ALSEP 
1A 
lA 
1A 
1A 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 

Station 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 

8 
8 
8 
8 
8 

Dispenser 
No . 1021 EVA 

494 2 
5 2 
6 2 
7 2 
8 2 
9 2 

500 2 
1 2 
2 2 
3 2 
4 2 
5 2 
6 2 
7 2 
8 2 
9 2 

510 2 
1 2 
2 2 
9 

Dispe nser 
No. 1024 EVA 

312 3 
313 3 
472 3 
555 

6 3 
7 3 
8 3 
9 3 

560 3 
1 3 
2 3 
3 3 
4 3 
5 3 
6 3 
7 
8 
9 

570 
1 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

Station 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 

S t a tion 

6 
6 
6 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 



Table~ lb. Continued 

Drive tubes 

U31 2 3 (upper 
U33 
U35 2 4 (upper 
LJ37 3 9 (upper 
L44 2 4 
L46 2 3 (into 
lAB 3 G 
LSO 3 9 
!. ,- -, 

J:J.::... ' Lt'l . ) 

.;Esc 3 LH 

Found bu.gs 
( 1 I·N s:>mp] er ) EV!\ 

JOE 
l H: 
l2E 
l3E 
141:: 
lSE 
16E 
171:: 
l fl E 
l9E 
20L: 
21E 
2~~L 

2JE 

24 E: 

:2GE 
27E 
2 :;L 
.: ': lJ: 

JOL 
311: 
32E 
33E 

1 

2 

2 
2 

::2 

2 
2 
2 
') 

2 
') 

of double with L46) 

of double with L44) 
of double with L50) 

CSVC) 

Round bags 
Station (LRV sampler) EVA Station 

ALSEP 40Y 2 2A(LRV- 4) 
41Y 2 LRV-5 (3 - 4) 

4 42Y 2 LRV - 6 (3-4) 
43Y 2 LRV-7 (4-5) 
44Y 2 LRV-8(4-5) 
45Y 3 SEP 
46Y 3 LRV - 9 (L!-1-6) 
47Y 3 LRV-lO(LM- 6) 
48Y 3 6 
49Y 
SOY 3 LRV ll ( 7- 8) 
SlY 

SEP 52Y 3 9 
SEP 53Y 3 LRV 12 (J - LL"l) 

54Y 3 LRV 12 ( 9 - Ul) 
55Y 3 ALSEP 

LEV-1 (LM-2) 56Y 
LRV- 2(LM- 2) 57Y 
LRV-3 (LM-2 ) 58Y 
LRV- 3 (LM-2 ) 59Y 
2A(LRV-4) GOY 
2A (LRV-4) 6 1Y 
2A (LRV - 4) 62Y 

63Y 

38 



Container 
Nwnber 

lOE 

Caps A-C 
Caps D-F 
Caps E-B 

474 
475 

55Y 
SRC-1 
Core tube 

slot 
FSR 

FSR 

FSR 
SRC-2 

Station 

ALSEP 

ALSEP 

ALSEP 
ALSEP 

ALSEP 
LM 

LM 

LM 

Li'l 

Table 2. Preliminary Sample Descriptionl/ 

Number of 
samples 

1 

3 cores 

soil 
1 + soil 

1 
1 

1 

l 

l 

GET 

120:39 

120:23 
to 

121:23 

121:16 
121 : 21 

170:26 
117:39 

118:30 

123:14 

147:20 

Sample description and notes 

Geophone rock. Vesicular basalt (gabbro) from very 
large, partly buried boulder. Has sharply defined 
foliation or parting planes, but no mineral align-
ment. Foliation due to variations in vesicle 
concentration. Sample from more coarsely vesicu-
lar part of rock 
Deep core, 3.2 meters. Penetration alternated between 
easy and difficult drilling. Bottom 20 em very dif-
ficult. Material at base of core cohes ive , frag-
mental. Most of core full 
Fillet soil sample next to a big, unsampled boulder 
Surface to 5 em soil sample, collected about 3m 
from deep core hole 
Gray basalt; exotic to area 
Small piece of sparkling glass 

Typical vesicular basalt (gabbro) near LM. From 
small crater behind LM. Slightly tabular, 8 x 5 x 3 em 
Piece of 2-3 m boulder of coarsely vesicular basalt. 
One flat face (parting plane) on 25 x 15 x 6 em , 
roughly tabular specimen 
Black glass from bottom of a g lass-lined crater 

SESC Ll'l soil 169:25 Contaminated soil 
FSR ill? 1 169:40 Goodwi ll rock. Tabular, angular rock (from LM are a?) 
_L~/_5_2_? ___________ L_M _______________ D_._T_. _______ l __ 7_0_:_3_2 _____ Drive tube; hand drilled; 3/4 full 
460 SEP l 123:04 Brown vesicular glass, crumbly in part. Lying by 

itself halfway out on north leg of SEP 

~Samples listed in order of collection at each station 



.!:> 
0 

Container 
~~1J.Inbe r 

22E 
23E 
4SY --------
FSR 
47 6 

454 

455 

45 6 
477 

478 

Station 

SEP 
SEP 

Number o f 
samp le s 

l 
l 

GET __________ s_am_ :..p_le de: s c::rir-ti_o_n_a_n_ d_n_o_t_e_s _______ _ 

141:2 4 Basalt , finer grained than averag e . 2m from SEP 
14i : 28 Do c l.hrnented r o ck near .SEP 

-------~-------------------------SEP 
SEP 

164: 17 Fi ne-grained basalt; atyoi cal o f area ------- -----------·- -,-----~-----:--::----'---~~------::----------

l6C.': 14 Gray rock; halfv1ay betwe<::'n St:P an d LM 
la 

la 

l a 

la soil 
la 

la 1 

1 
2 

l 

soil 

+ chips 
2 

or 2 

--- ---~---~---~-----------------------12 2 : 12 Ch i ps and soil from v o-·s icular basalt (gabbro) con-

122:14 

122:15 

122 : 1 6 
1 22 : 20 

tain ing dark minerals, prob3.bly i l menite. Ves icles 
10- 15% of rock , l - 10 mm . .:: ru-:-,_nles from part l ng 
;:-·lane 
Large p iece o:: rock 476. Crystalline mineral s --
py r oxene?--insi de vugs 
Soil sk im from s urface to l- 2 em . West side o f 
boulde r 476 under slight overhang 
Soil from 5-6 em zone below sampl e 455 
Chips f rom coarse l y vesicul ar part of 2 m boulder 
with a contact between coarse, hummocky vesicular 
basalt and very fine vesicular basalt 

122:22 _______ Chips from finely vesi cular part of boulder 477 
479 la _ _::_ _______ .=._::_:__ ________________ --=-___ R_ock s ample near boul der 477 

Rake sampl e. Most rock s dusty , vesicular, and 
appear round,o~ d to subrounded . Only able to pene-
trate 3 em whi l e collecting 

p 1 22:23 
122:27 45 7 l a many '? 

45 8 l a many? 
459 la soil 
26E LRV- l 1 

2 7E LRV-2 soil? 
28E LRV-3 1 + soil 
29E LRV-3 soil 
51 4 2 several ? 

12 2 :2 9 Remainder of rake s amp l e 45 7 ------------ --------------122:30 
141:5 4 

142:06 
142: ll 
142:13 
142:55 

1 kg of soi l near ra}:e s.=cnp les 457 and 458 
Block from l inearly stre ·n: fie l d of irregular fu"1d 
j agged rocks south\vest (lf 10-15 m crater. May be 
part of pro j ectile that made c rater --------------Sampl e from small crater in bright mantle 
Rock with soil from d ark m~"1t le 
Soil sample from dark mant l e 
Chi p(s ) from blue-gray matrix b r eccia with white 
c lasts . On fresh surface many small, fine-grained 
blue - g ray clasts can b e seen. Chips from 1 m above 
base of boulder 



Container 
Number 

515 
494 

FSR with 
495 
496 

497 
498 
516 

517 
518 
519 

499 
500 
501 
502 

503 

504 
505 
506 
507 

508 
30E 

Station 
2 
2 

2 

2 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 

2 

2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
LRV-4 

(2a) 

Number of 
samples 

several? 
several? 

1 

soil 

soil 
soil 

1 

1 
1 
1? 

1 
soil 
7 or 8 
soil 

3 

2 
soil 
soil 

4 

soil 
soil? 

GET 
142:58 
142:59 

143:00 

143:03 

143:04 
143:05 
143:13 

143:14 
143:15 
143:16 

143:17 
143:19 
143:24 
143:26 

143:30 

143:31 
143:34 
143:35 
143:39 

143:40 
143:57 

Sample description and notes 
Chip(s) from 1 1/2 m above base of boulder 514 
Chip(s) across foliation 1/2 m above base of 
boulder 514 
Large piece of light matrix breccia with dark clasts. 
From boulder 514? 
Fillet from beneath rock 514 overhang; upper 3 em of 
soil 
5 em control soil sarrple, 2/3 m from boulder 514 
Skim soil sample near 497 
Piece of a 1/2 m porphyritic anorthositic gabbro. 
Clast within a heterogeneous, crystalline breccia. 
Matrix also has high feldspar content, possible 
olivine, possible metamorphic texture 
Piece of clast 516, near contact with matrix 
Piece of matrix of boulder 516, along fracture zone 
Piece of matrix with p oss ible olivine crystals of 
boulder 516 
Piece of boulder 516 
Soil from beneath east-west overhang of boulder 516 
Rake sample, walnut-sized fragments 
1 kg of soil from surface to 4 or 5 em; near sample 
501 
Pieces of fine-grained crystalline white clast from 
gray matrix, 2-cycle breccia. White clast has 
light green rounded crystals in a pinkish-tan matrix, 
all ale colors 
Pieces of blue-gray matrix of breccia 503 
Soil from surface to 4 em; from beneath boulder 503 
Skim soil sample from beneath boulder 503 
Rake sample; bright mantle? Rocks 6 em or smaller, 
some seem to be clods. Some light- colored fragments 
or clods 
Soil from vicinity of sample 507 
Sample on bright mantle 



Container 
Number 

31E 

32E 
40Y 

520 

521 
522 

523 
524 

525 
526 

U/31 
L/46 

527 
4lY 

42Y 
509 

510 

Station 

LRV-4 

LRV-4 
LRV-4 

3 

3 
3 

3 
3 

3 
3 

3 

3 
LRV-5 

LRV-6 
4 

4 

Number of 
samples 

l 

l? 
soil 

soil 

soil 
soil 

soil 
l 

l 
l 

2 D.T . 

4 
l? 

soil? 
soil 

soil 

GET 

143:58 

144:00 
144:04 

144:34 

144:37 
144:39 

144:41 
144:42 

144:46 
144:47 

144:38 
to 

144:48 
144:49 
145 :ll 

145:15 
145:35 

145:35 

Sample description and notes 

"Instant" rock from 30 em down in wall of 3 m pit 
crater. Bluish tint, yet lighter than dark mantle 
Yellow-brown rock 
Light-colored soil mostly from 15 em depth. Light soil 
is covered with dark to a depth of 5-10 em 
Skim sample of light gray soil. Trench in rim of 30 m 
crater 
Top 3 em of light gray soil from trencn 520 

----~----------------Mostly medium-gray portion of marbled light and dark 
soil from trench 520 
Light soil portion of marbled zone of trench 520 
Blue-gray rock, probably a breccia, just off rim of small 
crater 
Blue-gray breccia 
Light-colored rock, either gabbro or anorthositic gab-
bro, like the material at station 2 
Double drive tube core sample; drove easily, particularly 
compared to ALSEP core; material is bluish gray, tends 
to clod. Bottom tube full, top tube 2/3 full 
Rocks 
Small, angular fragment(s) from 15 m crater rimmed by 
very fragmental ejecta. Most blocky-rimmed small 
crater seen in bright mantle. Perhaps penetrated 
through bright mantle to underlying material 
Bright mantle sample 
Indurated orange material from trench sample radial to 
rim of crater Shorty. From 4-6 em below surface. 
Surface 1/2 em cover of light to medium gray soil. 
Orange material in l m band concentric to Shorty 
Light gray soil below surface cover. From area beside 
orange band of sample 509 but away from crater 



Container 
Number 

511 
U/35 
L/44 

l2E 
512 

461 
43Y 

44Y 
462 
463 
464 

465 
466 

467 

46Y 
47Y 

534 

312 
313 
472 

Station 

4 
4 

4 
4 

4 
LRV-7 

LRV-8 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 

5 

LRV-9 
LRV-10 

6 

6 
6 
6 

Number of 
samples 

soil 
2 D.T. 

1 
1? 

l 
1 ? 

and soil 
soil 

1 
1 
1 

soil 
1 

soil 

soil 
2 

soil 

soi l 
soil 
soi l 

GET 

145:36 
145:38 

to 
145:45 

145:39 
145:46 

145:51 
146:09 

146 : 16 
146:38 
146:39 
146:41 

146:45 
146:46 

146:47 

164:34 
164:45 

165:03 

165:06 
165:07 
165 :07 

Sample description and notes 

Light gray soil from crater side of orange soil 509 
Double drive tube sample taken in orange material near 
509. Tube much harder to drive than one at station 3. 
Or ange material has red zone in center. Material at 
bottom of tube very dark or black, very fine grained. 
Bottom of top tube gray and orange 
Black obsidian- like glass 
Basalt. Finely vesicular version of anorthositic gabbro; 
crystalline; with inclusions. Large, fractured boulder 
on rim of Shorty 
Undocumented sample of basalt near trench 
Rock(?) and soil 

Soil sample of dark mantle 
Freshly fractured vesicular basalt (gabbro) 
Rock similar to sample 462 
Large piece from boulder of vesicular, structured basalt 
(gabbro). Relatively high percentage of white minerals 
(these may be zap pits, which make rock look felsic) 
Soil from top of flat , 3 m boulder 
Chip from boulder 465 . Ro ck similar to 464 except a 
l ittle more vesicular 
1 kg of soil from inter-boulder area; sampled from sur-
fa ce to 5 em 

Soil sample 
Pieces of coarsely v e sicular rock. More fragmental 
than the usual subfloor material 
Undocumented soil sample from boulder track made by 
boulder 535 
Shadowed soil from beneath overhang in boulder 535 
Reference soil away from overhang; upper 2 em 
Reference soil, 2-8 em below surface beneath sample 313 



Container 
Number 

FSR 
535 

556 

536 

537 

538 

557 
539 

558 

559 
L48 
FSR? 

Station 

6 
6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 
6 

6 

6 
6 
6 

Number of 
samples 

1 
1 

several 

1 

1 

1 

soil 
1 

several 

soil 
D.T. 

1 

GET 

16 5:10 
165:12 

165:18 

165:21 

165:24 

165:25 

165:29 
16 5:30 

165:38 

165:40 
165:48 
165:55 

Sample description and notes 

Loos e piece from t op of south half of split boulder 535 
Fine - g rained vesicular rock from north half of split 
boulder . Boulder described as vesicular anorthositic 
gabbro with inclus ions o f blue -gray clast-rich breccia. 
North part of boulder is coarsely vesicular anorthositic 
g alJbr o with minor blue-g r ay inclusions; vesicles up to 
15-20 x 5-6 em and forming non-penetrative foliation. 
South part of boulder is one large inclusion of finely 
crystalline breccia with a blue-gray matrix and hetero~ 
geneo~s clasts. Central p art of boulder has contact 
of blue-gray breccia with anorthositic gabbro 
Chips of light-colored inclusions in blue-gray rock of 
south half of boulder 535. Chips look sugary; not 
very coherent 
Chip from light-colored breccia with more than 50% 
clasts from south half of boulder 535 
Chip of the blue-gray host rock from south half of 
boulder 535. Appears to be at least partially 
recrystallized 
Chip similar to sample 537, but with definite inclusions. 
Very hard 
Soil from fracture on boulder 535 
Pie ce of l/2 m white clas t and blue-gray breccia from 
south half of boulder 535 ne ar contact with anorthositic 
gabb ro. Here breccia is quite altered or metamorphosed 
compared to most of blue-g ray rock 
Rake sample. Most <3 em, angular to subangular. Some 
look like clasts from breccia; a few are coarsely 
crystalline 
1 kg of soil near sample 558 
Drive tube. Penetrated e asily 
Large sample of gabbro, possibly collected 



Container 
Nwnber 

560 

FSR? 
48Y 

540 
FSR-
541 
542 
543 

544 

561 

562 

FSR 
SOY 

563 

545 
564 

Station 

6 

6 
6 

7 
7 

7 
7 

7 

7 

7 

7 
LRV-11 

8 

8 
8 

Nwnbe r of 
samples 

1 

1 
1 

several 
1 

several 
several 

1? 

1 

1 

1 
several? 

sever al? 

soi l 
4 

GET 

165:56 

165:59 
166:03 

166: 1 3 
166 : 14 

166: 17 
166 :18 

166:19 

166:21 

166:22 

166 :23 
166:44 

166:57 

166: 58 
167 :00 

Sample description and notes 

Ver y white, friable sample that resembles crushed 
anorthosite (recrystallized breccia) 
Large sample; possibly collected 
Piece of 30 em boulde r sitting i n center of a small 
crater' 100m downs l ope from LRV parking a t sta. 6 
Representative grab samples 
Bag wrapped around large sample 

Careful ly select ed grab samples 
Pieces of l ight-colored in clusion and blue-gray 
dike from boulder 
White , friable inclusion and contact with blue-gray 
material from boulder 543. Along part of contact 
blue-gray material appears to have intruded the white 
rock 
Sample from part of boulder 543 that resembles vesi -
cular anorthositic gabbro or recrystallized breccia. 
Appears to be continuous with material of blue-gray 
dikes 
Vesicul a r anorthositic gabbro. Probably from 
boulder 543 
Gray rock, 50% buried 
Mat e rial f rom 30-40 m fresh crater on southeast rim 
of SWP c rater. Probably some angular clods 
Chip(s) from basalt (gabbro) like subfloor materi a l ; 
taken near Rove r 
Soil from beneath boulder 564 
Chips from underside of glass-coated, bluish-gray 
shattered feldspathic rock. Interior chip is mix-
ture of 50/ 50 p l agioclase and light yellow-tan 
mafi c mineral; grain size up to 5 mm 



Container 
Number 

546 
565 
566 
567 

548 

Station 

8 
8 
8 
8 

8 

Numbe r of 
sampl es 

1 
severa l 
soi l 

several 

soi l 

GET 

167 :04 
167 :12 
16 7:13 
16 7:16 

16 7:22 

Sample descrip tion and notes 

P i e c e of g lass from top of boulder 564 
Rake sample from 2 meters square down to 4 or 5 ern 
1 kg soil near samp l e 565 
One large sampl e and several small ones of f riable 
white mater i al from sma l l pit crate r on s ide of 
larger crater 
Basal 10 em of trench samples. No apparent change ln 
texture of soil excep t basal 5 ern may be s lightly 
coarser g rained; t ends to c l od more th a n surface 

_ soi l. Trench wa ll r emains standing up to 25 ern deep 
549 8 soil 167:23 Skim s ample from upper 1 / 2 ern of tren ch 548 
550 8 soi l 167:24 Soil s ample of the 5 ern below sk im sample 549 
551 8 soi l 16 7:25 Soi l sampl e of middle 10 ern of trench 548 

----------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------FSR? 8 1 16 7:31 FSR , possib ly collected 
568 ______________ 9 ________________ 1 _____________ 1_6_8_·_.0_7 ______ C_o_r_n __ e_r __ f_r_o_rn ___ a_n __ i_n_t __ e_n_s_e_l~y~_f_r_a_c_t_u_r __ e_d __ r_o_c_k ____________ ___ 
FSR- 9 1 or 168 :0 8 Highly friable breccia with white clasts. Tabular, 
480 mo r e 25 ern , probab l y will b e broken on arrival. 
~----------------------------~--------~~~~------~~~----~~----~----~--~--~--~--~~-------569 9 soi l 169 :10 Soi l from surface to 3 ern besid2 boulder 480 

570 9 soi l + 169:10 Soi l an d small rocks collected 60 ern from boulder 480 
rocks 

571 9 1 168 :12 Gl ass - covered basebal l-size d r ock ; undocumente d 
481 9 l 168 : 16 Gl ass agglutinate . Frothy 
482 9 l 
~~------------~-------------

168:18 Blue - gray rock ; breccia type , not subf l oo.r basalt 
52Y 9 soi l ? ------------------------------- 168:25 Sample at r im crest of Van Serg 

--------~----------------------------~~----------------------483 9 soi l 168: 30 Soi l from top 2 ern of nor theas t-south'.t:est trench near 
Rover. "Normal" dark mantle soi l 

484 9 soi l 168:3 1 Gray soil from 5 ern below s ample 483 
485 9 soil 168 : 32 Light g ray soil be l ow sample 484 

----------------------------------------------------------~--~--~----------------~----------------------------0 37/ 9 2 D. T . 168 :39 Double drive tube near 4 83 trench. Firs t tube pene-
LSO trate d eas ily, second a little more difficult. Very 

loose soil; apparently no rocks; compacted 
486 9 1 168 :47 Light-colored rock 3 rn from Rover 
FSR 9 1 16 8 :4 8 Glass-coated rock with poss i ble shatter cone 



Container Number of 
Number Station samples GET Sample description and notes 

487? 9 3? 168:49? 3 rocks, possibly collected 
53Y LRV-12 soil 169:01 Soil sample 
54Y LRV-12 several? 169:01 Rocks 



Table 3. Preliminary estimate o:f 70 mm :film usage 

GNr Mag a- Count By Cam- Sam- sta- Conunents 
zine era ple tion 

EYA I 
117:45 B IMP CDR 1M Pan at 1M 4 :00 o 'clock 
118:20 B IMP CDR 1M Flag, CDR, IM, etc. 
118:25 B CDR CDR 1M Flag, IMP, Earth, etc. 
118:26 B IMP CDR 1M Flag, CDR, Earth 
120:45 A IMP IMP ALSEP Geophone photos--no gnomon 

(120:43)a A 
158*b 

IMP IMP ALSEP Pan 
120:52 A IMP IMP ALSEP Pan at HFE, 15' :focus, out of :film 
120:59 H IMP IMP ALSEP Retake pan at 74' focus, +HF probes 

(121:o4) H IMP IMP (10E) ALSEP Few photos to document boulder 
(lOE may not be documented), shows 
finely vesicular rock 

121:21 H IMP IMP 475 ALSEP stereo be:fore and one after at 
11' focus 

121:38 B 19 CDR CDR ALSEP Leave ALSEP 
H 45 IMP IMP ALSEP Leave ALSEP 

ALSEP- IMP hands full with charge-not 
~121:50) IMP lA too many driving pictures 
121:50) B CDR CDR ALSEP- Driving pictures 

lA 
121:55 H IMP IMP lA Pan showing EP6 site 
122:21 H IMP IMP 477 lA Close-up stereo o:f contact 

478 between samples 
122:28 B 60 CDR CDR lA Pan 

(122:27) H 95 IMP INP lA Pan showing two sample sites 
~122:36) H IMP IMP lA-SEP Glass bottomed crater 
122:36) H IMP IMP lA-SEP Big zap pit 
122:42 H 146 IMP IMP lA-SEP EP7, LRV pan 
122:46 H 183* IMP IMP lA-SEP 
123:00 B CDR CDR SEP Pan 

(122:56) B CDR CDR SEP SEP photos--antenna straightened 
after pictures were taken 

123:o6 B 71 CDR CDR SEP Partial pan 

Between 
EVA B 77 

· ~s shown in parentheses means they were derived from PAO transcript. 
All other times taken from clocks in Mission Control Center in real-time. 

bAsterisk indicates no more film in magazine. 
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Table 3. Preliminary estimate of 70 mm filJ:n usage (continued) 

GET 

JNA n 
14o:51 
141.:01 

141:23 
141:24 

141:30 
141:43 
141:54 
141:56 
142:07 
142:ll 

142:46 
143:02 
143:02 
143:10 

(142:57) 

143 :21 
143:23 
143:26 

143:28 
143:28 
143:31 

1.43:38 
143:38 
143:41 
143:46 
1l~3 :46 
143:50 
143:50 

143:55 
143:55 
143:55 
144:05 
144:31 

(144 :32) 
144:52 
144:54 
144:56 
144:56 
145:00 
145:00 
1.45:02 

Maga- Count By Cam- Sam- Sta-
zine era ple tion 

R 
G 

c 
G 

G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 

G 
c 
I 
c 

c 
I 
R 

I 
c 
c 
c 
I 
c 
c 
I 
I 
I 

R 
R 
R 
I 
I 

I 
I 
c 
I 
c 
I 
R 

21 

27 
17 

95 
llO 
ll5 

142 
42 

6o 

6o 

ll3 
46 

53 

36 
57 
67 
86 

122 

ll8 
152 

99 

IMP 500 
IMP IMP 

CDR CDR 
IMP IMP 

IMP IMP 
IMP IMP 
IMP IMP 
IMP IMP 
IMP UfP 
IMP IMP 

IMP IMP 
CDR . CDR 
U fP U!P 
CDR CDR 

CDR CDR 
IMP IMP 
CDR CDR 

IMP IMP 
CDR CDR 
CDR CDR 

CDR CDR 
IMP IMP 
CDR CDR 
CDR CDR 
IMP IMP 
U!P IMP 
IMP IMP 

CDR 500 
CDR 500 
CDR 500 
IMP IMP 
IMP IMP 

n..n:> U!P 
IMP IMP 
CDR CDR 
IMP IMP 
CDR CDR 
IMP IMP 
CDR 500 

IM 
IM 

IM 
22E SEP 

SEP-2 
SEP-2 
SEP-2 

26E SEP-2 
27E SEP-2 
28E 
29E SEP-2 

2 
495 2 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 

503 2 

30E, 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2-3 

31E 2-2A 
2A 
2A 
2A 
2-3 
3 

3 
3 

527 3 
587 3 

3 
3 
3 
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Comments 

Random frames , S. Mass if 
Pan (extra frames to show all of 
massif) 

stereo doc., we . to IM, 2 m from 
SEP 
EP- 4 
Camelot 
Crater with rock in bottom 

Bright mantle 

Dark mantle 
Changed to magazine I 
E-W flight-line of big rocks 
N-S flight-line of big rocks 

Down-sun pictures to show texture 
of light gray matrix breccias 
Pan 
Down-sun of rake area at F/8 
'Extensive vertical coverage into 
Nansen' 
Before of rake area 
After of rake area 
Closeup stereo of boulder with 
clast 
Pan at LRV 
Before of rake area 
After of rake area 

LRV pan 'down in valley 1 ; scarp 

Boulders & outcrops on S. Massif 
N. Massif + E, W parts 
Family mountain & hills W 
LRV pan in rt . turn 

CSM pictures of landing site 
IMP fell-lens may be dirty 
Pan 
After sample 

Change to magazine J 
Scarp 8 S . Massif, + 5 towards NE 



Table 3. Preliminary estimate of 70 mm film usage ( continued ) 

GRI' Mag a- Count By Cam- Sam- sta- Comments 
zine era ple tion 

145:15 J 15 IMP U.lP 4lY 3-4 
145:11 J 25 IMP IMP 42Y 3-4 
145:26 J IMP IMP 4 Pan, rim of Shorty 

c CDR CDR 4 Down-sun color of orange soil + 
closeup stereo of contact between 
orange and gray 

145:41 J IMP IMP 4 Ioc, double drive tube 
145:48 c 162* CDR CDR 4 'Couple of pictures from top of 

slope' (Partial?) pan for stereo 
145:55 J 75 IMP IMP 4 
146:05 J 85 IMP IMP 4-5 EP1 
146:10 J 106 IMP IMP 43Y 4-5 LRV pan 
146:17 J 125 Il.rr> LMP 44Y 4-5 
146:27 J 135 IMP IMP 5 
146:32 D 4 CDR CDR 5 Change magazines 
146:41 · n CDR CDR 464, 

467 5 Flight line of layered boulder 
146:41 J IMP IMP 464, 

467 5 Flight line of layered boulder 
146:49 D CDR CDR 5 Pan 
146:49 J IMP IMP 5 Pan near LRV 
146:54 J 170 UlP Il-!P 5 'Will use up mag enroute to IM' 
146:54 D 50 CDR CDR 5 
147:03 J IMP llfP 5-IM EP8 
147:08 J * IMP UfP 5-IM Out of' film 

(147:13) Glass in crater, loc across crater 
to LM, stereo cross-sun 

147:37 R 152 CDR 500 IM 'A few pictures of massifs' 
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Table 3. Preliminary estimate of 70 mm film usage (continued) 

(162:15) 

EVA III 
(163:52) 

163:58 
164:11 
164:11 
164:17 
164:35 
164:47 
164:58 
165:00 
165:05 

(165:06) 
165:10 
165:10 

165:26 

165:29 
165:36 
165:36 

165:41 
1.65:47 

1.65:47 

(165:59) 
166:10 

1.66:15 

166:27 
166:27 

(166:43) 
(166:51) 
167:07 
167:08 
167:16 

167:23 

167:23 
1.67:33 
167:45 

167:45 

Maga- Count By Cam- Sam- sta-
zine era ple tion 

E 

E 
E 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
E 

E 

E 
E 
L 

L 
K 

F 

L 
L 

L 

M 
F 
M 
l-1 
F 
F 
M 

M 

M 
M 
F 

M 

IMP CDR 

IMP CDR 
CDR CDR 
Th1P IMP 

5 IMP IMP 
35 U.1P U.IP 
56 IMP IMP 
68 IMP IMP 

IMP IMP 
IMP IMP 
U.1P IMP 
IMP INP 
CDR CDR 

CDR CDR 

CDR CDR 
160* CDR CDR 

IMP IMP 

120 IMP ll1P 
31 WP 500 

2 CDR CDR 

130 IMP IMP 
IMP IMP 

73 
26 

85 

8o 

IMP IMP 

INP IJ.1P 
CDR CDR 
IMP IMP 
IJ.1P IJ.1P 
CDR CDR 
CDR CDR 
IMP IMP 

IMP IMP 

IMP IMP 
IMP IMP 
CDR CDR 

IMP IMP 

IM 

IM 
IM 
IM 

45Y SEP 
46Y SEP-6 
47Y SEP-6 

6 
6 
6 

472 6 
6 
6 

557 6 

6 
6 

558, 
559 6 

6 

6 

48Y 6 
7 

7 

7 
7 

50Y 7-8 
8 
8 
8 

565, 8 
566 
548, 
549, 
550, 
551 8 
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8 
8-9 
8-9 

8-9 

Comments 

CSM pictures of landing site 

'Two 5-foot stereo pairs of 
(fender!) configuration' 
Pan 
IMP, LRV 
CDR, LRV 
Near SEP, before SEP photos 

Turning point roc~ 'couple' + loc 

Pan 
Pan for stereo 
'After picture down in this hole' 
Flight line stereo of big boulders 
Flight line stereo, 90 degrees 
from INP flight line 
Closeup stereo of inclusions in 
blue-gray host 
After 
Pan (2 pictures short) 

Before pictures of rake area 

Up boulder track, left, right, 
may be some smear, Shorty, Ste. 2, 
Sta. 3, (outcrop on S. Massif?) 
Change magazine prior to driving 
drive tube 

Pan, 11 ft focus to show sample 
area 
Closeup stereo of dikelet in 
boulder 
Change magazines 
Pan at normal focus 

Pictures of rock before rolling 

Pan at rolled rock 
Rake sample pictures - lens may 
have been dusty 

Trench 
Pan 

Picture of contact b etween tan-gray 
and blue-gray on west wall of Cochise 
Picture of contact between tan-gray 
and blue-gray on west wall of Cochi se 



Table 3. Preliminary estimate of' 70 mm :film usage (continued) 

GET Mag a- Count By Cam- Sam- Sta- Comments 
zine era ple tion 

(167:40) M IMP IMP 8-9 Another picture of' contact 
167:59 M 123 IMP IPIP 9 
168:15 F CDR CDR 481 9 Glass included in stereo 
168:22 M I.MP I.MP 9 Pan 
168:22 F 150* CDR CDR 9 Pan :for s tereo, out of' :film, 

didn't get 'the rest of' that crater ' 
168:29 K 85 CDR 500 9 N. Massif', blocks, trail 

(168:28) M I.MP IMP 483, 
484 
485 9 Light material-'youngest mantle' 

168:34 N I.MP IMP 9 Change magazines 
168:37 B CDR CDR 9 
168:41 N I.MP I.MP 9 CDR driving core tube (may be part 

of' pan) 
168:41 N I.MP I.MP 9 Pan (may contain 486, 3 m right 

of' LRV) 
(168:48) N I.MP IMP 9-IM Block :field on inner wall of' NW 

part of' Gat sby 
168:58 N I.FIP IMP 9-Ill\ Mantle on sub-:floor b lock 
169:02 N I.MP lllP 53Y 9-IM 
169:02 N 60 I.MP U.lP 54Y 9-IM 
169:13 N 92 IMP I.MP 9-IM - EP2, loc to LM 
169:27 N 96 IMP I.MP IM 2 stereo pairs SESC, cosmic ray 

pictures be:fore 
B CDR CDR IM I.MP 

(169:34) N IMP lllP IM CDR 
169:58 B I.MP CDR AI.SEP Central station 

(170:ll) B I.MP CDR AI.SEP HF, U1S , neutron flux 
170:20 N 153 CDR Ili\P VIP 'Parting shot' of' LRV 

B* I.MP CDR IM IM, Flag 
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Table 4. Estimated film usage per EVA 

Total 
EVA Mag f i lm t ype camera FL frame s for EVA 

I A Color 60 157a 
I B Color 60 76 
I H BW 60 l 82a 

415 

II c Color 60 16la 
II D Color 60 49 
II G BW 60 141 
II I nw 60 15~ 
II J BW 60 180 
II R BW 500 151 

833 

III B Color 60 74b 
III E Color 60 159a 
III F Color 60 149a 
III K BW 500 84 
III L BW 60 154c 
III M BW 60 . 18ob 
III N BW 60 152 

952 

Total frame s 2200 
Color, 60 nnn FL 825 
BW, 60 nnn FL 1140 
BW, 500 nnn FL 235 

aAll available film in magazine reported used. 

bNo frame count s given when magazine was report ed exhausted . 
Final frame counts estimated from nominal magazine capacit ies. 

cFinal frame count not reported. Numbers estimated from 
reported photographic activities. 
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Table 5. Preliminary locations of Apollo 17 stations 

IM DN.l 83.2 
ALSEP DN.4 82.1 
SEP DN.l 83.6 
Station la (EP-6) DH.O 85.1 
Station 2 CY.5 49.2 
Station 2a (LRV -4) DA.8 50.8 
Station 3 DL.5 54.6 
station 4 DS.O 62.5 
Station 5 DM.7 76.8 
Station 6 ED.4 87.5 
Station 7 ED.5 90.0 
Station 8 EB.6 98.4 
station 9 (EP-5) DU.5 92.1 

LRV-1 DL.5 71.1 
LRV-2 DK.6 65.0 
LRV-3 DK.2 62.8 
LRV-5 DN.l 57.9 
LRV-6 DP.9 59.3 
LRV-7 (EP-1) DR.8 69.1 
LRV-8 DQ.O 72.0 
LRV-9 DV.5 84.7 
LRV-10 EC.2 85.4 
LRV-11 EA.l 97.1 
LRV-12 DP.2 89.3 

EP-2 DN.l 83.8 
EP-3 DN.l 83.5 
EP-4 DM.9 81.0 
EP-7 DK.l 84.6 
EP-8 DM.7 81.7 
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Table 6. Preliminary Station Descriptions 

LM-ALSEP-SEP 

Many subtle craters; local shallow depressions. Small craters have 
glass-lined floors . Mantle fine-grained, dark gray, lower albedo where 
disturbed. Particle aggregates of 3-4 em. Cohesiveness increases below 
3 em depth. Alternating zones of easy to difficult drilling in all holes; 
hardest layer at about 2 m in each hole. Boulders 0.3 to 2 m, filleted 
and buried . Boulders mainly vesicular basalt (gabbro) with mean grain 
size 2 mm, maximum of 3-4 mm; vesicles form foliation or parting planes. 

Samples: l OE, coarsely vesicular basalt (gabbro); caps A-F, 3.2 m of 
core tube; 474, fillet soil; 475, soil and 1 rock; piece of sparkling 
glass; FSR, typical vesicular basalt (gabbro); FSR, coarsely vesicular 
basalt (gabbro); FSR in SRC-2, black glass from bottom of a glass-lined 
crater; FSR(?), Goodwill rock, tabular, angular; 460, brown, vesicular 
glass; 22E, fine-grained basalt; 23E, rock; 45Y, fine-grained basalt; 
FSR, gray rock; 55Y, gray basalt; SESC, contaminated soil; L/52(?), 
hand drilled drive tube , 0.7 full . 

Station la 

Area around a 20-m blocky rimmed, 3-4 m deep crater. More boulders 
than at LM site; near Rover, filleted or lightly covered by dark mantle, 
but camera pan showed boulder-strewn field of angular to subangular, 
unfilleted blocks. Samples from rim of crater are vesicular basalt; 
vesicles 1-10 mn form 10-15 percent of rocks. Parting common. 

Samples: 476, 2 chips off vesicular boulder with dark minerals, plus 
soil; 454, large piece of boulde r 476; 455, soil sample from west of 
454; 456, soil and chips from 454 area; 477, two chips of coarsely 
vesicular rock and adjacent soil; 478, more finely v esicular side of 
rock 477; 479, rock near boulder 477; 457 and 458, rake sample; 459, 
1 kg of soil. 

LRV samples from LM to station 2 

LRV-1: 26E, rock and s oil from linearly strewn field of jagged rocks 
southwest of 10-15 m crater. 
LRV-2: 27E, sample from small bright crater in bright mantl e . 
LRV-3: 28E, rock and soil from dark mantle; 29E, soi l from n e ar 28E. 
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Station 2 

In bright mantle near contact with South Massi :f on east rim of crater 
Nansen. Sur face relatively smooth, few blocks; block abundance increases 
near base of massif. Most craters have smooth rims, a few are blocky. 
Rocks mainly multilithic, blue-gray matrix breccias with light and dark 
clasts. Crude foliation in breccias emphasized by elongate knobby 
surfaces. 

Samples: 514, blue-gray matrix from large boulder of breccia; 515, blue
gray piece of breccia 514, 1.5 m above base; 494, sample across foliation 
0.5 m up breccia 514; 495, FSR of dark fragments in Light matrix breccia, 
(from boulder 514?); 496, upper 3 em of soil from fillet under overhang 
of breccia 514; 497, 5 em depth of soil 0.7 m from breccia 514; 498, 1 em 
deep skim soil near breccia 514; 516, porphyritic feldspathic gabbro clast 
from 2m boulder; 517, clast from boulder 516, near contact wi th matrix; 
518, feldspathic matrix of breccia 516; 519, medium-grained part of 
matrix of 516; 499, piece of boulder 51 6 ; 500, shadowed soil under boulder 
516; 501, rake sample fairly near boulder 516; 502, 1 k g of soil near 
sample 501; 503 , fine-grained crystalline white clast in 2-cycle breccia; 
504, 2 chips of blue-gray matrix from breccia 503; 505, surface to 4 em 
soil under boulder 503; 506, skim soil beneath boulder 503; 507, rake 
sample, 4 small rocks; 508, soil near 507. 

LRV sampl e s between stations 2 and 3 

LRV-4: JOE, soil from bright mantle; JlE, bluish tinted " i nstant rock " 
from wall of 3 m crater; 32E , yellow-brown rock; 40Y, light-colored 
soil from 15 em depth. 

Station 3 

Bright mantle on scarp on east rim of 30 m, r e latively smooth-rimmed 
crater. Fine-grained light and dark soil; uni fo r m layer of light 
material over marbled light and dark. Soil easily penetrated by drive 
tubes . Rocks i nclude anorthosi t ic gabbro and bre ccias wi th blue- gray 
matrix and light matrix. 

Samples: 520, skim sample of upper 0.5 em of li ght soil; 521, next 
3 em of light soil below 520; 522, medium gray part of marbled soil 
below 521; 523, light part of marbled soil below 521; 524, blue-gray 
rock, probably breccia , from rim of crater; 525, blue-gray breccia; 
526, light-colored gabbroic rock; 527, 4 rocks in rake sample; U/ 31-L/ 46, 
double drive tube sample near Rover. 
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LRV samples between stations 3 and 4 

LRV-5: 41Y, small, angular fragment(s) from 15m crater. 
LRV-6: 42Y, bright mantle. 

Station 4 

South rim of crater Shorty. Rim dark; inner wall blocky; floor hummocky; 
central mound blocky and jagged, other mounds in bottom resemble slumps 
from walls. One meter wide zone of orange soil around crater rim; orange 
streaks down walls. Central part of orange zone red. Rocks mostly dark, 
finely vesicular and crystalline basalt. 

Samples: 509, trench sample of orange soil 4-6 em below surface; 510, 
light gray soil from outside orange zone; 511, gray soil from crater side 
of orange zone; U/35-L/44, double drive tube in orange soil; 12E, bl~ck 
obsidian-like glass between trench and Rover; 512, basalt, finely vesicular, 
crystalline rock with inclusions; 461, basalt near trench. 

LRV samples between stations 4 and 5 

LRV-7: 43Y, rock and some soil by crater Victory. 
LRV-8: 44Y, soil , dark mantle. 

Station 5 

Block field on southwest rim of crater Camelot; elsewhere fewer blocks 
on rim, but concentrated in walls. Blocks angular to subrounded, most 
partly buried, many flat topped; basalt with planar variations in vesicle 
abundance. 

Samples: 462, vesicular (gabbro) basalt; 463, rock similar to 462; 464, 
large piece from boulder of vesicular, structured basalt (gabbro), appears 
feldspathic; 465, soil from top of 3m, buried flat rock 466; 467, 1 kg 
of soil from boulder area; 466, vesicular basalt (gabbro); a little more 
vesicular than 464. 

LRV samples between LM and station 6 

LRV-9: 46Y, soil sample. 
LRV-10: 47Y, 2 fragments of very coarsely vesicular boulder. 
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Station 6 

Relatively smooth surface on steep slope near base of North Massif. 
Large boulder with track of chain of craters. Percentage of blocks on 
surface similar to plains; boulders as large as 5 m. Rocks mainly 
crystalline and/or recrystallized breccia; vesiculation variable; most 
rocks appear subangular. 

Samples: 534 through 539 from around large split boulder 535. 534, 
soil sample from middle of boulder track; 312, shadowed soil under over
hang; 313, soil from upper 2 em, away from overhang; 472, soil to 8 em 
below 313 sample; FSR, from north half of boulder; 535, fine-grained 
vesicular part of north half; 556, chips of light-colored inclusions 
from south half; 53?, clast within 556 inclusion; 537, blue-gray matrix 
of south half; 538, another sample of blue-gray matrix; 557, soil on top 
of boulder; 539, piece of largest inclusion, more metamorphosed than 
average blue-gray rock; 558, rake sample, most fragments 3 em or less; 
559, 1 kg of soil near 558; L/48, drive tube; possible FSR of gabbro; 
560, undocumented friable, crushed anorthosite(?); 48Y, piece of 30 em 
boulder in little crater; another possible FSR. 

Station 7 

On lower slopes of North Massif, near large boulder. Gently undulating 
sloping surface with similar boulder population to station 6, except 
relatively few large boulders. 

Sampl e s: 540, several rocks; 541, wrapped around FSR; 542, several 
selected rocks; 543, several pieces of light colore d inclusion with blue
gray dike from large boulder; 544, friable soft white inclusion and 
contact in boulder 543; 561, vesicular anorthositic gabbro of 543 boulder; 
562, vesicular anorthositic gabbro; FSR, gray rock. 

LRV samples between stations 7 and 8 

LRV-11: SOY, angular rock from 30-40 m crater by rim of SWP. 

Station 8 

Lower slopes of Sculptured Hills. Gently undulating surface, with 
slightly higher albedo in crater walls. Few boulders; sampled trackl e ss 
boulder resting on surface. Most 20 em blocks partly buried and resemble 
subfloor vesicular basalts; one coarsely crystalline rock. 
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Samples: 563, piece(s) of basalt (gabbro) near Rover; 545, soil below 
boulder 564; 564, at least 4 pieces from bottom of glass-coated crys talline 
boulder of 50:50 blue-gray plagioclase and yellowish-tan mafic mineral; 
546, piece of glass from top of 564; 565, rake sample; 566, 1 kg of soil 
near sample 565; 567, several pieces of white, friable rock; 548, b ottom 
10 em of trench sample; 549, top 0.5 em of trench 548; 550, top 5 em of 
trench 548; 551, middle 10 em of trench 548; FSR, possibly collected. 

Station 9 

On blocky rim of Van Serg. Blocks extend out several hundred meters; 
form 20 percent of surface. Most partly buried, a few on surface. Trench 
showed 15 em of dark material overlying very light material. Most 
rocks breccias with high clast content and gray matrix, many look layered 
or foliated. 

Samples: 568, piece of intensely fractured rock; 569, soil by rock 480; 
480, FSR, highly friable breccia with white clasts; 570, control soil 
0.7 m away from 480; 571, glass-covered, undocumented rock; 481, frothy 
glass agglutinate; 482, blue-gray breccia; 52Y, scoop sample at rim crest; 
483, upper 2 em of trench by Rover; 484, 5 em of soil below 483; 485, 
light-gray soil below 484; U/37-L/50, double drive tube, very loose soil; 
486, light-colored rock near Rover; FSR, glass-coated with possible 
shatter cone; 487?, 3 rocks possibly collected. 

LRV samples between station 9 and LM 

LRV-12: 53Y, soil; 54Y, rock(?). 
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EXPLANATION FOR PLATES 

C/S ALSEP Central Station 

CT 35/44 Core tube with number of upper and lower tube 

GEO Geophone 

HFE Heat Flow Experiment 

LEAM Lunar Ejecta and Meteorites Experiment 

LM Lunar Module 

LMS Lunar Mass Spectrometer Experiment 

LSG Lunar Surface Gravimeter Experiment 

LSP Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment 

PAN 60 mm Hasselblad panorama 

RTG Radioisotope Thermoelectri c Generator 

SEP Surface Electrical Properties Experiment 

SPL 562 Sample bag 

D Lunar Roving Vehicle, dot shows location of TV camera 

• Boulder 

.- .... 
( l 
\. / 

Crater 
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Additions and Changes to Television Panoramas 

The following notes describe some changes to the annotations on 

the television panoramas. These changes are made only for the pano-

ramas; station maps have not been updated. 

Plate 1 A 

(1) Add a 60 mm pari 1 em to the right of the LRV 

Plate lB 

(1) Change sample 174 to sample 474. 

(2) Not shown, sample 475 collected near the deep core. 

Plate lC 

(1) Change sample 174 to sample 474 

Plate 2A 

(1) Add an FSR 2 mm to the right of the LM 

Plate 2B 

(1) Samples 477 and 478 were collected from the face of the large 

boulder next to the area shown. 

(2) Samples 476 and 454 (not shown) were collected from the face 

of a boulder hidden by the astronaut on the right. 

Plate 3A 

( 1) 

(2) 

Plate 3D 

A "PAN" should be shown with samples 507 and 508. 

Not located: samples 494-497, 499, and 519. 

from same general area as 498, 500, 516-519) 

(Probably 

(l) The "PAN" with sample 527 should be shown 5.5 mm to the left. 



Plate 4A 

(l) A "PAN" should be shown 3 mrn to the right of the cr location. 

Plate 4D 

(l) A "PAN" should be shown 3 mrn to the right of sample 465. 

Plate SA 

( l) Reverse the positions of 539 and 557. 

(2) Change PAN to PAN 2. 

(3) Move sample 534 to 2 mrn below the A in PAN 2. 

(4) Add PAN l 60 mrn to the left of sample 534. 

(5) Move sample 535 to the same area with samples 

Plate 6B 

(l) Add a "PAN " at the base of the 7 in 570. 

(2) Add 52Y 6 mm to the right of 482. 

312, 313, and 472. 

NASA-MSC 
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